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a b s t r a c t

Due to the poor physical properties of tight reservoirs, CO2 huff-n-puff (HNP) is considered a potential
enhanced oil recovery (EOR) method after primary depletion. Optimization plays a critical role in the
effective implementation of CO2 huff-n-puff. But the optimization requires a good understanding of the
EOR mechanisms. In this work, the spatial distribution of oil saturation under different experimental
conditions was analyzed by the NMR method to further discuss the HNP mechanisms. According to the
variation of 1D frequency signal amplitude, we divided the core into the hardly movable area and
movable area, the region with the obvious signal decline was defined as the movable area, and the hardly
movable area was the region with limited signal decline. Based on that the recovery characteristics of
different scenarios were evaluated. Firstly, the necessity of the soaking stage was studied, where three
scenarios with different soaking times were carried out. Secondly, the injection pressure was adjusted to
investigate the effect of the pressure gradient. The T2 spectra show that soaking has significantly
improved the production of crude oil in small pores, and higher oil recovery in a single cycle is observed,
but it is lower when the elapsed time (total operation time) is the same. 31.03% of oil can be recovered
after 3 cycles HNP, which increases to 33.8% and 37.06% for the 4 cycles and 6 cycles cases. As the
pressure gradient increases, more oil is removed out of the matrix, and the oil in the deep part of the
reservoir can be effectively recovered. During the CO2 huff-n-puff process, the oil distributions are similar
to the solution gas drive, the residual oil is distributed at the close end of the core and the range that the
oil can be efficiently recovered is limited.
© 2022 The Authors. Publishing services by Elsevier B.V. on behalf of KeAi Communications Co. Ltd. This
is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/

4.0/).
1. Introduction

With the decreasing amount of recoverable conventional re-
sources, tight reservoirs that were unprofitable in the past decades
have been drawing increasing worldwide attention (Zou et al.,
2014, 2015; Pang et al., 2012). However, the extremely low
porosity and permeability in tight formation have caused the
conventional development methods to encounter great challenges.
Even with the combination of horizontal well drilling and multi-
stage fracturing, the recovery of primary depletion is under 10%,
which has a great potential for enhanced tight oil recovery (Ma
y Elsevier B.V. on behalf of KeAi Co
et al., 2015; Sheng, 2015b, 2017a). Water injection has achieved
great success in conventional reservoirs. However, introducing
water into the tight formation may cause several problems (Zhou
et al., 2020), lower pressure transmission efficiency (Duan and
Yang, 2014), and physical changes in the formation may have un-
certain effects during the water treatment process (Qin et al., 2015).
Comparedwithwater, CO2 is easier to inject, causing less damage to
the reservoir, and has a better recovery efficiency in tight reservoirs
(Sheng and Chen, 2014). More particularly, CO2 is classified as the
main greenhouse gas, and its massive emissions into the atmo-
sphere can cause adverse environmental impacts, especially global
warming (Abedini and Torabi, 2014; Cu�ellar-Franca and Azapagic,
2015). Effective use of CO2 can not only obtain additional eco-
nomic benefits but also help reduce the concentration of CO2 in the
atmosphere by permanently storing CO2 underground (Li Q. et al.,
2016; Bachu, 2016).
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Nomenclature

HNP Huff-n-Puff
EOR Enhanced oil recovery
NMR Nuclear magnetic resonance
GR-HSE Gradient hard spin echo
CPMG Carr-Purcell-Meiboom-Gill spin echo
MRI Magnetic resonance imaging
T2 Transverse relaxation time
TE Echo time
TR Repetition time
PDP Pulse decay permeability
OOIP Original oil in place
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Many studies have shown their confidence in the CO2-based
EOR method in tight reservoirs. Yu et al. (2021) investigated the
feasibility of several CO2-based flooding methods and proposed
that activated carbonated water alternating gas injection has the
highest oil recovery. Due to the poor pressure propagated efficiency
and gas breakthrough problem, gas flooding has had limited suc-
cess in the EOR application of tight reservoirs. Chen et al. (2014)
proposed that it is difficult for injection pressure to effectively
transmit to the producer by traditional flooding methods, CO2 huff-
n-puff (HNP) has been considered a potential method to enhance
oil recovery in tight reservoirs. Different from gas flooding, HNP can
periodically restore formation pressure, which has higher EOR
potential. Zuloaga et al. (2017) set up a field-scale numerical model
of the Middle Bakken formation and performed a comparison of
CO2 HNP and CO2 flooding. HNP performs better when the
permeability is less than 0.03 mD, they indicated that matrix
permeability is the most sensitive parameter for the comparison of
HNP and flooding, followed by well pattern and the interaction
between fracture half-length and number of wells. Tang and Sheng
(2021) investigated the EOR feasibility of immiscible gas injection
in the tight oil reservoir, they indicate that it is hard to get profit for
the immiscible gas injection method when the formation perme-
ability is under 0.01 mD. Ding et al. (2021) conducted an experi-
mental analysis of the EOR capacity of gas HNP. They applied
particles of different sizes of quartz sand to artificially create cores
of different permeability (range from 0.2 to 300 mD). The cores
were placed in a core holder during the experiment process, and
the influence of different permeability and injected gas were
evaluated. The experimental results show that CO2 can remove
more crude oil from the matrix, and the most influential factor is
matrix permeability.

Optimization studies and sensitivity analysis are necessary to
maximize the recovery of HNP. Li L. et al. (2016) analyzed the factors
affecting the HNP recovery through experimental methods, and the
most important parameter is the pressure gradient. Sanchez-Rivera
et al. (2015) indicated that applying HNP too early will weaken the
income that it can bring while applying too late will affect the net
present value of the entire project. In the HNP process, optimization
work is vitally important, many studies have put forward standards
for it. For instance, Sheng (2017b) used the near-well pressure as
the criterion to optimize the injection and production time. He
pointed out that when the pressure near the bottom of the well is
close to the set maximum injection pressure and minimum pro-
duction pressure, the development benefits can be maximized.
Meanwhile, the necessity of the soaking stage is still inconclusive
and needs to be further discussed. Alharthy et al. (2018) evaluated
the potential of CO2 injection for enhanced oil recovery in liquid-
rich shale reservoirs, they scaled up laboratory results to the field
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and concluded that the benefit brought by long soaking time is
limited. Injected gas can enter pores of different sizes, numerous
studies have analyzed the recovery at the pore level. Wei et al.
(2019) analyzed the pore-scale oil distribution changes during
CO2 and N2 injection, they indicated that CO2 flooding yielded a
relatively uniform displacement front and the contributions of both
large and small pores to the overall oil recovery varied during N2
and CO2 flooding process. Bai et al. (2019) analyzed the remaining
oil distribution after CO2 HNP and proposed that the remaining oil
in the cores is mainly distributed in the small and medium pores.
However, the pore-scale analysis is not sufficient to verify the main
mechanism of the HNP process, and the literature still lacks a
portrayal of the spatial distribution of crude oil during HNP, which
needs to be further demonstrated to study the EORmechanism and
conduct an optimization study.

Pressure maintenance is one of the important EOR mechanisms
of HNP (Sheng, 2015a). However, due to the difference in oil and gas
mobility, gas is easier to flow out of deeper formations. Therefore,
when the reservoir is fully pressurized, the range of crude oil that
can be effectively recovered is limited. To address such issues, we
conducted an experimental study of CO2 HNP in Jimsar tight core
samples. This paper intends to carry out a mechanistic study
through the following two aspects: 1) Soaking time. Is it necessary
for soaking during huff-and-puff operations in the tight reservoir?
2) Pressure gradient. With the increase in pressure gradient, where
does the additional oil come from? To achieve these purposes, the
NMR experimental methods are used to elucidate the spatial dis-
tribution of oil saturation during the HNP process. This paper at-
tempts to provide an insight and a reference for the optimization of
CO2 HNP in tight oil reservoirs.

2. Principles of the NMR experiment

As the HNP progresses, it is important to clarify the distribution
status of crude oil in the formation. Nuclear magnetic resonance
(NMR) provides an efficient experimental approach for this pur-
pose. Low-field nuclear magnetic resonance uses pore hydrogen-
containing fluid as a probe to obtain fluid properties, distribution,
and fluid-containing pore information. By applying the radio fre-
quency (RF) field in a pulsedmanner and the spin-echo signal in the
pulsed NMR, abundant physical properties in the nuclear magnetic
relaxation process can be obtained (Liu and Sheng, 2020).

Scanning sequence refers to the set of related parameters such
as radiofrequency pulse, gradient field, and signal acquisition time
and their arrangement in time sequence (Callaghan, 1993). In this
paper, the CPMG and GR-HSE sequence is used to quantitatively
analyze the distribution of crude oil in the tight core during the CO2
HNP process. The realized functions are T2, 1D frequency, and MRI.

The CPMG sequence can evaluate the pore distribution charac-
teristics of the core by analyzing the T2 relaxation variation charac-
teristics of the fluid in the porous medium. When the magnetic field
gradient is approximately zero, the transverse relaxation time (T2) of
the porous media system is only related to the pore structure of the
porous media and is mainly affected by the surface relaxation of the
system. The T2 can be expressed as follows (Toumelin et al., 2007):

1
T2

¼ 1
T2b

þ r2
S
V

(1)

where T2b is the bulk liquid relaxation time; r2 is the surface
relaxivity term; and S/V stands for the surface-to-volume ratio.

Lower S/V means a larger pore size. The fluid in the large pore
receives little force from the solid surface and has a strong mo-
lecular motion, so the signal attenuation is slow, resulting in a
larger T2 value.



Table 2
Core plug properties.

Core No. Length, mm Diameter, mm Saturated porosity Permeability, mD

R-1 50.12 25.30 0.097 0.047
R-2 50.23 25.42 0.088 0.058
R-3 49.91 24.33 0.0765 0.039
R-4 50.17 24.56 0.082 0.066
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The GR-HSE sequence is formed by superimposing spatial linear
gradient field based on the HSE sequence, which can obtain the
spatial distribution of magnetic moment in the core. For a certain
nucleus (such as protons), the Larmor frequency is proportional to
the strength of themagnetic field. Based on this theory,1D frequency
and 2D MRI of spatial signals can be realized (Hore, 2015). In the 1D
frequency function, themagnetic field strength is a linear function of
spatial position, and protons in different positions will resonate at
the Larmor frequency corresponding to their position. In this way,
the resonance frequency is linearly related to the spatial position.
Similarly, by applying three mutually perpendicular gradient mag-
netic fields, the distribution of hydrogen nuclei density in the three-
dimensional space can be characterized. The detection signal is
mainly affected by three parts: H1 density, T1, and T2. The spatial
distribution function of signal intensity is (Bernstein et al., 2004):

rðx; y; zÞ¼ r0ðx; y; zÞ , exp
� �TE
T2ðx; y; zÞ

�
,

�
1� exp

� �TR
T1ðx; y; zÞ

��

(2)

where TE is echo time; TR is the repetition time; T1 is the longitu-
dinal relaxation time.

The main purpose of this part is to obtain the distribution of oil
content in the core, so the weights of the T2 and T1 in the imaging
results should be minimized. When TE is relatively small and TR is
particularly large, the weights of T1 and T2 are not prominent, and
the weighted image of hydrogen nuclei density is obtained. The
main parameters in the NMR experiment are shown in Table 1.
Fig. 1. Variation in viscosity of crude oil sample at different CO2 mole frictions.
3. Experimental

3.1. Materials

Tight sandstone plugs were used in this study. They were cut
from the Xinjiang Jimsar outcrop. The petrophysical properties of
the core were shown in Table 2. Jimsar crude oil was degassed and
dehydrated as the experimental oil. The gas source is CO2 with a
purity of 99.9%.
3.2. Experimental procedures

Injecting CO2 can effectively reduce the viscosity of the liquid
hydrocarbon. Fig. 1 shows the viscosity test result of the crude oil
with different mole fractions of CO2. When the mole fraction of CO2
is injected up to 50%, the viscosity of crude oil decreases by 75%, and
the viscosity of crude oil decreases slightly when the molar fraction
of CO2 continues to increase.

The experimental process consists of four parts: determination
of porosity and permeability, core saturation, gas injection test, and
NMR scanning. First, the cores were dried and weighed. A PDP
(pulse decay permeability) equipment was used to measure the
permeability. After that, the corewas saturated in the crude oil for 7
days after being fully vacuumed. The saturated core must be
weighted after 24 h, which intends to equilibrate the matrix pres-
sure and stabilize the weight. The porosity was determined as the
ratio of oil volume to the bulk core volume.
Table 1
Key parameters of the NMR experiments.

Function Sequences Field strength, MHz TE, ms TR, ms

T2 CPMG 12 0.2 3000
1D frequency GR-HSE 12 2 3000
MRI GR-HSE 12 4.33 400
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Unlike flooding, the setup of the injection end and the produc-
tion end of HNP are the same (Yu et al., 2017). The setup diagram is
shown in Fig. 2. HNP procedures are as follows: (1) The core was
placed in the core holder, and confining pressure of 13 MPa was
applied. (2) Huff: switch T1was opened and T2was closed. CO2 was
injected from the injection end under the setting injection pressure
of 10 MPa. Pressure changes at the injection and close ends of the
core were collected to the data acquisition system. When the close
end pressure reaches 10 MPa, the core is fully pressurized. At this
time, close the injection end. (3) Soaking: switch T1 was closed. (4)
Puff: switch T2 was opened to make oil and gas flow out. (5) The
core was then taken out, weighed three times, and then averaged.
Subsequently, the core was placed in the low-field NMR instrument
for scanning. (6) Repeat steps (2)e(5) for more cycles.

In this paper, a complete HNP process consists of several cycles,
NMR scanning is required after each cycle. In this process, two
curves and one image can be obtained, which are the T2 spectra
curve, 1D frequency coding curve, and 2D image. The detailed
operation parameters were shown in Table 3. The recovery char-
acteristic of different injection pressure and soaking time was
investigated experimentally, while other parameters like injection
rate etc. were not the focus of this study.

4. Results and discussion

4.1. Effect of soaking time

The total operation time for a single cycle is 20e40 min,
including 5-min injection, 10-min (or 20-min) soaking (if required),
and 15-min production. The pressure change during the first cycle
of test R-1 is shown in Fig. 3. After 5 min of injection, the close
pressure reached 10 MPa, which indicates that the core was fully
pressurized, and the huff stagewas ended. After that, the pumpwas



Fig. 2. Schematic diagram of CO2 HNP.

Table 3
Operating parameters of CO2 HNP tests.

Test No. Permeability, mD Injection pressure, MPa Injection time, min Soaking time, min Production time, min Cycle

R-1 0.047 10 5 10 15 4
R-2 0.058 10 5 0 15 6
R-3 0.039 10 5 20 15 3
R-4 0.066 7 5 10 15 4
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closed, soaking for 10 min. Finally, the injection end was opened,
and the pressure at the injection end dropped rapidly. After about
15 min, the close end pressure dropped to atmospheric pressure,
which indicates the pressure has been fully released.

The oil content is proportional to the signal peak area, so the
recovery can be determined by the area difference of the T2 spectra
(Liu and Sheng, 2019; Mitchell et al., 2013). In this paper, the re-
covery factor was measured by both the weighing method and the
T2 spectra method. For the weighting method, the core must be
Fig. 3. Pressure change during the first cycle of test R-1.
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weighted after each cycle of production, and the recovery factor (R)
was calculated by Eq. (3). WhereWd is the weight of dried core;Ws
is the weight of oil-saturated core;Wi is the weight of the core after
i cycles of production, the detailed information is presented in
Table 4. For the T2 spectra method, the T2 spectra of the core are
measured before and after each cycle of HNP. The recovery factor is
calculated by Eq. (4). Ai is the amplitude of saturated core at
different T2; Aj is the amplitude of the core after j cycle of pro-
duction. The integral represents the area enclosed by the T2 curve
and the abscissa.

R¼ Ws �Wi

Ws �Wd
(3)

R¼

ðT2max

T2min

�
Ai � Aj

�
dT2

ðT2max

T2min

AidT2

(4)

Figs. 4e6 show the cumulative recovery of tests R-1, R-2, and R-3.
The error of the two methods is less than 5%, indicating that NMR
can accurately determine recovery under such core conditions
(0.6152 g oil-saturated).

The NMR T2 distributions of test R-1 during the CO2 HNP process
are present in Fig. 7. The black curve represents the oil distribution
of the saturated core. According to the bimodal distribution of T2
spectra, the pore size is divided into small pores (T2 < 2.65 ms) and
large pores (2.65 ms < T2 < 533 ms). The right wave crest is higher



Table 4
Weight during the CO2 HNP process.

Test No. Wd, g Ws, g W1, g W2, g W3, g W4, g W5, g W6, g

R-1 59.4456 60.0177 59.9010 59.8701 59.8541 59.8341 59.8255 59.8015
R-2 59.7137 60.1765 60.0779 60.0539 60.03442 60.0233 e e

R-3 59.0299 59.6871 59.5321 59.5033 59.4786 e e e

Fig. 4. Cumulative recovery of test R-1.

Fig. 5. Cumulative recovery of test R-2.

Fig. 6. Cumulative recovery of test R-3.

Fig. 7. NMR T2 spectra of test R-1 during CO2 HNP.
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than the left wave crest, about 70% of the crude oil is distributed in
large pores with a relaxation time of 2.65e533ms, and 30% in small
pores with a relaxation time of 0.01e2.65 ms. During the HNP
process, the first cycle has the highest recovery, and the production
of each cycle gradually decreases as the cycle progresses. For test R-
1, the final recovery is 33.8%. The oil produced is mainly from large
pores, about 41.50% of the OOIP (original oil in place) in the large
pores is recovered, while the oil in the small pores is recovered to a
lower degree of 14.28%. As shown by the blue curve, although the
oil recovered in the large pores is higher than that in the small
pores, the peak area of the large pores is still larger than that of the
small pores, most of the remaining oil is still distributed in the large
pores. The gas saturation in the core gradually increases at the end
of the huff stage, the mobility of gas is much higher than oil, and
most of the injected pressure is released in the form of gas flow
during the puff stage, which deteriorates the recovery efficiency of
oil.
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In test R-1, the local oil spatial distributions before and after
production are shown in Figs. 8 and 9. In the 2D image, lighter color
represents higher oil saturation, and with more cycles conducted,
the effective signal becomes darker. The results of the 1D frequency
coding and 2D image are in good agreement. The effective signal
region representing the oil distribution in the core is located in the
middle of the curve with a high amplitude. The noise signal area is
distributed at both ends, and the amplitude is much lower. Due to
the heterogeneity of the core, the distribution of crude oil in the
core after saturation is not uniform. After CO2 HNP, the oil satura-
tion drops significantly. The recovery efficiency of the core injection
end is extremely obvious at the end of the 4th cycle, and there
exists an almost fully recovered area.

The 1D spatial distribution of the H1 signal during test R-1 is
shown in Fig. 10. According to the variation degree of signal
amplitude during the HNP process, the core is divided into two
regions: hardly movable area and movable area, and the distance



Fig. 8. 1D and 2D oil distribution before HNP.

Fig. 9. 1D and 2D oil distribution after HNP.
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between the junction of the two areas and the injection end is
defined as the efficient movable distance. Compared with the
movable area, the amplitude decrease of the hardly movable area is
less than 10%, and the crude oil distribution trend does not change
significantly. Meanwhile, the slope of the trend line of the movable
Fig. 10. 1D oil distribution of test R-1 during HNP process.
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area gradually increases with the cycles, indicating that the effect of
crude oil degassing gradually increases as more cycles are con-
ducted. After the end of the first cycle, the overall signal decreases
significantly, and the signal amplitude decreases evenly in the core
length direction, with no obvious difference in recovery efficiency.
With further cycles conducted, the amplitude of the hardly
movable area decreases slightly, and the change in oil saturation is
not obvious. On the contrary, the signal amplitude in the movable
area decreases significantly, suggesting that after the first cycle, the
most noticeable reduction of remaining oil saturation occurs in the
movable area. After 4 cycles of HNP, the recovery efficiency near the
injection end is better, and the efficient movable distance is 32 mm
(from 60 to 92 mm), while the crude oil within 18 mm from the
close end of the core is difficult to be recovered. From the 2nd cycle,
the signal amplitude near the injection end slightly decreases, and
the oil saturation in the center of the core decreases significantly. At
this time, the main oil produced comes from the center of the core.
There are two main reasons for the gradual decrease in recovery
efficiency with further cycles conducted: (1) The recoverable crude
oil in the movable area is decreased. (2) As the HNP progresses,
most of the remaining oil is located in the hardly movable area,
which is hard to flow out of the core, resulting in a limited reduc-
tion in oil saturation.

To further visualize the oil distribution during the HNP process,
the 2D transverse images of the corewere obtained byMRI function
(Fig. 11). The brightness of the NMR images represents the oil
content, and the part enclosed by the brown dashed line in the
figure represents the effective signal of the core. As the HNP pro-
gresses, the effective signal becomes weaker, indicating that crude
oil is produced gradually. During this process, the 1st cycle has the
highest oil production and the most significant signal drops. At the
end of the 2nd cycle, the recovery efficiency of the injection end
was better than the other parts and has a weaker signal. Such
phenomenon is also verified in the third and fourth cycles, the hue
on the right side of the core tends to be blue, indicating that the oil
has been effectively recovered. Two areas with obvious recovery
differences are separated by a red dashed line. As more cycle con-
ducted, the dashed line moves towards the close end of the core.
During the HNP process, the effluent hydrocarbon is divided into
two parts: one part is dispersed in gaseous CO2 and flows out in the
gas phase, and the other part is produced as liquid oil. CO2 can fully
interact with the crude oil at the injection end, and this advantage
is amplified during the soaking stage. Meanwhile, as CO2 dissolves
in the crude oil, the viscosity of the liquid oil decreases, and the
flow resistance is reduced.

Test R-2 was conducted to investigate the effect of soaking time
on recovery. In test R-2, the soaking time is set to 0, and 6 cycles can
be performed under the same operation time. Fig. 12 depicts the T2
spectra inversion data of test R-2. After 6 cycles of HNP, the final
recovery was 37.06%, which was higher than test R-1. About 55.52%
of the oil in the large pores was recovered, while the crude oil in the
small pores was recovered to a lower degree of 21.41%. In this
process, the recovery was 32.29% at the end of the fourth cycle,
40.58% of crude oil in large pores was recovered, while that in small
pores was 11.67%. In test R-2, the spatial distributions of NMR sig-
nals of the core before and after HNP are shown in Fig. 13 and14.
After 6 cycles of HNP, the overall signal intensity of the core has
dropped significantly. The middle and injection end of the core was
well produced, and most of the remaining oil is distributed at the
close end.

The 1D spatial distribution of the oil saturation during test R-2 is
shown in Fig. 15. It is clearly observed that the movable area of test
R-2 is larger, with an efficient movable distance of 37 mm (from 55
to 92 mm). This means more cycles help to effectively develop
deeper oil. In contrast to test R-1, the additional recovery of R-2



Fig. 11. 2D oil distribution during HNP process.
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mainly comes from two parts: a larger movable area, and a more
thorough recovered effect in the movable area. With two additional
cycles conducted, the core was recharged twice and this part of
energy in the form of oil and gas production was released. There-
fore, it is recommended to perform more cycles in a fixed period of
time compared to applying too long soaking stage per cycle. This
conclusion is also confirmed by Sheng (2017b) and Sanchez-Rivera
(Sanchez-Rivera et al., 2015) by the field-scale simulation approach.

The 2D oil distribution during the HNP process of test R-2 is
shown in Fig. 16. Compared with the 1D frequency curve, the 2D
image provides a more intuitive view of the recovery differences
along the core length direction. The most obvious decline in the
first cycle and the overall oil saturation tend to change synchro-
nously during the first three cycles, there is no obvious recovery
difference in the core length direction. From the 4th cycle, the
difference between the close end and the rest of the core begins to
356
show up. Unlike test R-1, the oil saturation at the injection end does
not show too much difference from other areas. Most of the
remaining oil is distributed at the close end, and the oil near the
injection end is efficiently recovered.

To further investigate the effect of soaking on recovery effi-
ciency, test R-3 was conducted. Unlike test R-1, test R-3 has a longer
soaking time (20min) to ensure that the pressure in the core is fully
balanced, and pressure equalization at both ends of the core after
17 min of soaking (Fig. 17).

The T2 spectra distribution of test R-3 is shown in Fig. 18. After
three cycles of HNP, 35.81% of the oil in the large pores was
recovered, while the crude oil in the small pores was recovered to a
lower degree of 16.06%. For a more visual comparison of the re-
covery efficiency under different soaking time scenarios, the crude
oil recovery values under different pore sizes of tests R-1, R-2, and
R-3 are depicted in Fig. 19. When the cycle is the same (3 cycles),



Fig. 12. NMR T2 spectra of test R-2 during CO2 HNP.

Fig. 13. 1D and 2D oil distribution before HNP.

Fig. 14. 1D and 2D oil distribution after HNP.

Fig. 15. 1D oil distribution of test R-2 during HNP process.
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test R-3 shows a higher total recovery, suggesting that longer
soaking time leads to higher recovery with the same HNP cycle
operated. Meanwhile, after 3 cycles of HNP, the total recovery of
test R-1 (10-min soaking, light orange bar in Fig. 19) is 30.4%, which
is similar to test R-3 (purple bar). Such a result indicates too long
soaking time contributes little to the increase in total recovery.
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From amicroscopic perspective, soaking helps both improve the
recovery of small pores and large pores. Compared with small
pores, soaking has less impact on the production of crude oil in
large pores. After three cycles of HNP, the recovery values from the
small pores of tests R-1, R-2, and R-3 are 13.21%, 11.87%, and 16.06%,
respectively. However, such a difference is not reflected in the total
recovery, and the total recovery is more relevant to the recovery of
the large pores, which means the recovery of the small pore is not
the determinant of the total recovery. Compared with soaking,
applying additional cycles of HNP is able to recover more oil from
the pores. After 6 cycles of HNP, test R-2 could recover more oil
from both large pores and small pores, and the final recovery is
highest.

The 1D and 2D distributions of test R-3 are shown in Figs. 20 and
21. Similar to tests R-1 and R-2, the core is divided into the hardly
movable area and movable area, and the efficient movable distance
of test R-3 is 25 mm (from 80 to 105 mm), which is smaller than
that of tests R-1 and R-2.

Molecular diffusion, viscosity reduction, dissolved gas drive, and
pressure maintenance are the main mechanisms of CO2 HNP in
tight reservoirs (Alfarge et al., 2018; Hoffman and Rutledge, 2019;
Sanchez-Rivera et al., 2015; Yu et al., 2015). In the injection stage,
CO2 can enter the matrix by both advection and diffusion. While in
the soaking stage, reservoir pressure tends to stabilize, and diffu-
sion becomes the dominantmode of gas transfer. Numerous studies
have concluded that gas penetrates deeper into the reservoir and
fully interacts with the formation fluids during the soaking stage
(Alfarge et al., 2018; Hoffman and Rutledge, 2019; Sanchez-Rivera
et al., 2015). However, according to the experiments conducted
by Li S. et al. (2018), the diffusion coefficient magnitude of CO2 in
oil-saturated porous media is 10�10 m2/s. With such a low diffusion
coefficient, the amount of the CO2 that can penetrate into the for-
mation in the soaking stage is limited. At the same time, as we
demonstrated above, even if the pressure (gas) can sweep to the
deep reservoir, this part of crude oil may not be able to be effec-
tively recovered. In this experiment, crude oil in the range of
25e39 mm can be effectively developed. It is reasonable to believe
that in the field-scale, the effective movable area by HNP in the
tight reservoir is also limited, and themovable areamainly depends
on the stimulated reservoir volume (SRV) (Li Li et al., 2018).

In general, soaking does play an important role in the HNP
process, which helps to better recover the oil from pore medium,
especially in small pores. However, more oil is found in the large
pores, which is easier to recover. As wementioned above, even after



Fig. 16. 2D oil distribution of test R-2 during HNP process.

Fig. 17. Pressure change during the first cycle of test R-3. Fig. 18. NMR T2 spectra of test R-3 during CO2 HNP.
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Fig. 19. Pore-scale recovery efficiency of tests R-1, R-2, and R-3.

Fig. 20. 1D oil distribution of test R-3 during HNP process.
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several cycles of HNP, the recovery efficiency of small pores is still
limited. From a microscopic point of view, the main target of CO2
HNP is the oil located in the large pores, while performing more
cycles helps to extract more oil from large pores and deeper for-
mation. Therefore, more cycles are recommended instead of
applying too long soaking time.
4.2. Effect of pressure gradient

The injection and production pressures determine the pressure
gradient, which affects the effect of HNP in many aspects. As the
driving force of gas into the core, the injection pressure directly
affects the velocity of gas penetration in the oil-saturated porous
media, thus affecting the gas penetration depth and the degree of
interaction between oil and gas. During the soaking process, the
higher soaking pressure promotes more CO2 to dissolve into the
crude oil, which increases the elastic energy of the fluid and further
reduces the viscosity of the crude oil. As the pressure decreases in
the production stage, the crude oil degasses, and oil is driven out of
the core.

Test R-4 was conducted to investigate the influence of pressure
gradient on CO2 HNP. The injection pressure of test R-4 is 7 MPa,
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and the operation time of injection, soaking, and production are the
same as test R-1 with the injection pressure being 10 MPa.

Fig. 22 depicts the T2 spectrum inversion data of test R-4. In line
with earlier results, the 1st cycle shares the highest recovery,17.49%
of OOIP was recovered during this process. As more cycles pro-
ceeded, the recovery efficiency gradually decreased, the cycle re-
covery was 4.51%, 3.29%, and 2.50%, respectively, and 27.79% of the
oil was recovered after 4 cycles of production. According to the area
change of the bimodal curve, the recovery efficiency of crude oil in
the large and small pores during the HNP process is clarified. To
further illustrate the influence of different injection pressures on
the recovery efficiency, the crude oil recovery efficiency under
different pore sizes (T2) of tests R-1 and R-4 is summarized in
Fig. 23. Changes in pressure gradient have a significant impact on
development efficiency. With the decrease in injection pressure,
the recovery factor of crude oil in large pores and small pores
decreased by 6.12% and 4.81% respectively, and the total recovery
decreased by 5.51%.

Fig. 24 presents the 1D spatial distribution of oil saturation
during test R-4. The contribution of different locations to the pro-
duction can be readily distinguished by the decrease in magnitude.
The average amplitude gradually decreases as the cycle progresses.
Besides, the movable area of test R-4 is smaller, and the efficient
movable distance is 24 mm (from 68 to 92 mm). Increasing the
pressure gradient facilitates the expansion of the movable area,
which can effectively recover crude oil from the deeper formation.

During the huff stage, part of the injected gas is dissolved in the
crude oil, and the other part is distributed in the pore space in the
form of free gas, which effectively increases the core pressure. In
the puff stage, the production characteristics are similar to the
solution gas drive. In the dissolved gas drive process, once the
formation pressure drops below the bubble point pressure, the
crude oil deep in the formation degasses, resulting in a decrease in
production and a rapid increase in the gas-to-oil ratio. As for the
HNP process, as the oil is saturatedwith CO2 after the huff stage, the
injection pressure is the bubble point pressure, thus the degassing
of the oil occurs throughout the puff stage. For the hardly movable
area, the crude oil needs to be transported a long distance to reach
the production end. In this process, the crude oil is rapidly
degassed, and most of the pressure is released in the form of gas
flow, which deteriorates the oil recovery efficiency of the hardly
movable area.
5. Summary and conclusions

In the present paper, we compared the recovery efficiency at
different soaking times and pressure gradients by the NMRmethod.
Through analyzing the change of spatial distribution of oil satura-
tion during the HNP process, the mechanisms of CO2 HNP in tight
reservoirs are discussed. The main conclusions reached in this
study are as follows.

(1) CO2 HNP can effectively improve the recovery of tight res-
ervoirs. The produced oil is mainly from the large pores, and
most of the remaining oil still exists in the large pores after
the HNP process.

(2) The spatial distribution of crude oil in the formation during
the HNP process is similar to that of the dissolved gas drive.
For crude oil in the deep part of the formation, it has to travel
a long distance to reach the producer, during which the oil
degasses and severely reduces the ability of deep oil to flow
out, resulting in a large amount of residual oil distributed in
the deep part of the formation. Therefore, the dissolved gas



Fig. 21. 2D oil distribution of test R-3 during HNP process.

Fig. 22. NMR T2 spectra of test R-4 during CO2 HNP.

Fig. 23. Pore-scale recovery efficiency of tests R-1 and R-4.
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drive is considered to be a crucial EOR mechanism of CO2
huff-n-puff.

(3) The depth of crude oil that can be effectively recovered by
HNP is limited, and more cycles conducted help to recover
deeper oil in the tight formation. In the cases studied in this
paper, the oil in the depth range of 25e39 mm can be
effectively exploited after 3e6 cycles HNP.

(4) The necessity of soaking in tight reservoirs is questionable. A
soaking-containing cycle shares a higher recovery in a single
cycle, and higher recovery efficiency in small pores is
360
achieved. Nevertheless, without applying the soaking stage
may reduce the operation time per cycle, resulting in more
cycles conducted over a fixed period of time, which can
significantly increase the effective movable area, and achieve
higher total recovery. Therefore, shorter soaking times even
no soaking stage is suggested in the tight reservoir.

(5) More oil comes out of the matrix with the increase in in-
jection pressure. Increased injection pressure helps to
expand the movable area and thus more effectively recover
crude oil from deeper in the formation.



Fig. 24. 1D oil distribution of test R-4 during HNP process.
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